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.-'The

Chief Executive Officer,

Prasar Bharati,
PTI Building,
New Delhi-110001
Subject : Request to lift ban on transfers and non clearing of Retirement benefits for want of Clarification
by Pay and Account Office about MACP.

East Zone
PO Box-2713

Kolkata
(w.8.)
700001

N.E.Zone
PO Box-83
Guwahati
(Assam)
781001

Respected Sir,

With warm regards, through this letter we want to draw your attention on two very relevant issues.
Bann on transfers by Prasar Bharati : This Association has come to know that transfers in all cadres are kept
in abeyance as per instructions of Prasar Bharati. In this reference we want to say that we are second in ffansfers
after Indian Army as we have to manage AIR and DD establishments through out the country. All of our
establishments are tenure based. Tenure at many of stations is one year or two years. If transfers are kept in
abeyance staff posted at these stations can not be brought back since replacements can not be posted after
completion of their tenures. As an example : if a person has completed his tenure in North East , J & K etc he/she
can not be transferred since transfers are banned. We don't know under what compulsions Prasar Bharati took

suchadecision.Sowerequestthattransfers@shouldnotbestoppedevenfora
small period under any circumstances whatsoever.

Non clearance of Retirement benefits : Since last many months Retirement benefits are not being cleared due
to an objection by Pay and Account Offices on M"{CP. It is very painful that staff members who are retiring
after serving the department for decades and giving whole of their lives, are striving to get their Retirement
benefits like fixation of pension etc. As per information.it is pending, since Pay and Account office has sought
one clarification about MACP. Pl. note that benefit of 6'n CPC and MACP were extended to us since we all are

North

Zone
P.O.Box-331

New Delhi

Govt. Employees working in Prasar Bharati on deemed deputation as per decision of Hon'ble GOM and
amendment made in Prasar Bharati Act. About so called upgraded Pay scales we want to reiterate that we were
granted these scales from 0l/01/1978 in pursuance of decision of Hon'ble Sup.Court. These scales were
downgraded by 5t" CPC and later restored by Govt. since 01/01/1996. It is pertinent to mention that Prasar
Bharati has not came into existence neither on 01/01/78 nor on 0l/01/96.

110001
So we have already raised this issue through our letter no. ARTEE/GS/CEO/2013/08 Dated 24.07.2013. We
request you to settle the above mentioned issues at the earliest so that people who are suffferingmay get justice.
T^fpnking you,
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Chennai
(TN)

Umesh

President.

umsharma0l @yahoo.com
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Sh. V.A.M.Hussain, Member(P), Prasar Bharati

dit, Member(F), Prasar Bharati

l.,431. Sh. J.P.S.Chawla, ADG(B&A), Prasar Bharati
[4]rsh.L,D.Mandaloi, DG, AIR.
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